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ABSTRACT: 

 QVKBook is a web application which 

revolutionizes Eatables services through its 

intricate yet user friendly interface that 

assists both the eateries along with buyers to 

get the full boon of ordering or booking 

online. One of the biggest challenges which 

restaurant owners face is balancing footfall; 

they usually possess peak hours where 

majority of the crowd shows up along with 

rest are off hours where eateries are 

practically empty. QVKBook permit buyers 

to book throughout these off hours along 

with control footfall of the partnered 

eateries. Another notable challenge the 

restaurant owners possess to tackle is 

Eatables wastage.  

QVKBook bridges the gap between eateries 

with unsold Eatables with buyers looking for 

discounts; this eliminates last minute 

Eatables wastage. QVKBook permits users 

to register along with login to the website 

where they can view the listed eateries, pick 

their desired time slot, number of people 

along with discount percentage. They can 

also opt to order through the website where 

they choose from a variety of eateries 

willing to offer eliminated prices on their 

excess Eatables along with possess it home 

delivered or be picked up by means of 

themselves. To provide these services 

together the web application is purposely 

build using HTML, CSS, and SQL along 

with JavaScript programming languages. 

Keywords: Eatables, HTML, CSS, 

JAVASCRIPT,PHP,GDP 

INTRODUCTION: 

Service sectors contribute 62% in GDP. The 

rise of electronic automation is improving. 

businesses, by the amplified use of 

automation, the number of individuals 

adopting electronic media are quickly 

growing. Online Table Booking assists 

buyers to increase their ease. 

exponentially.[1] 

 

Eatables garbage is defined as discarding 

raw or cooked Eatables material at any stage 

of the supply chain along with utilization. 

Therefore, the garbage generated before, 

throughout along with after Eatables 

preparation in the farms, retailers along with 

eateries is included in Eatables garbage. 

Eatables garbage is one of the most thought-

provoking affairs humanities is presently 

faced with. Presently, food joints are highly 

unorganized: it is approx. that amid 2/6 

along with ½ of the Eatables produced is 

misplaced as garbage. Eatables suppliers in 

gastronomy, line of work along with 

welcome possess lately return underneath 

growing inspection on them. Garbage 

administration is now a critical urgency, 

mentioning to all the schemes linked to 

evading, dropping, or reprocessing garbage, 

all over the making along with utilization 

process. 

QVKBook bridges the gap between eateries 
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with unsold Eatables with buyers looking for 

discounts; selling these excess Eatables to 

buyers at eliminated price would curb this 

issue at large. 

 

The Scholars community makes up 30% of 

Pune's population who mostly as in to go out 

along with eat which is not feasible as they 

tend live on a budget. [4] Provided that the 

scholars can 

eat at their favourite eateries at discounted 

prices this would be good for them. Eatables 

wastage is a common problem in our society 

along with managing this garbage is crucial 

since it can improve environmental 

sustainability. Selling these excess Eatables 

to buyers at eliminated price would curb this 

issue at large. Quantity of scholars around 

Pune has been increasing over the years due 

to which it has created a surge in market for 

the Eatables industry to grow. Scholars are 

the consumers who possess the major 

utilization of fast Eatables. 

 

The Indian Eatables commerce is growing at 

a rate of 25% along with amounts to an 

aggregate of 2 billion $. The trade 

magnitude is foretold to triple in the 

approaching years. Easy Diner, Dine Out 

along with Eatigo is some of the established 

names in the restaurant booking industry 

along with our biggest Competitors. 

Relating to 80% of the cooked Eatables that 

is not used in a typical restaurant is thrown 

away along with exclusively a portion of it 

is recycled. Selling these excess Eatables is 

a new concept in India whereas some of the 

global names in this market would be 

FoodForAll, GOMKT along with Olio. 

 

In Eatables industry and online/digital 

Eatables delivery apps such as “Swiggy”, 

“Zomato” along with Food panda possess 

have established their position in the market. 

These apps provide complete Eatables 

ordering service along with delivering the 

solution application. 

QVKBook enables the end users to record 

online for table reservation, choose Eatables 

within the e-carte card, read the E-carte card 

along with demand Eatables through net. 

User shall be given credentials to login into 

their account. The boon hereof is that 

provided that there is rush in Restaurant then 

you can book a table before checking into 

the restaurant. QVKBook permit buyers to 

book throughout off hours along with 

control footfall of the partnered eateries. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW: 
 

QVKBook review focuses on exploring 

along with analysing the overall impact 

along with technicality of online Eatables 

ordering along with Eatables wastage along 

with how the latter can be solved with the 

formers assist.  

 

Eatables Wastage: 

 

Presently, Eatables setups are awfully 

unorganized: It is approx. that between 2/6 

along with 1/2 of the Eatables cooked is 

wasted before it reaches a person. The 

degree of Eatables waste is notable in 

industrialized as well as growing nations., 

most of Eatable’s loss happens amongst the 
making along with selling phases of the 

Eatables source chain. Losses are due to 

inappropriate buying, stockpile, along with 

preparation. Eatables waste is widespread in 

India. The goal of the research is to evaluate 

Eatables utilization along with wastage 

behaviour amongst customers along with 

primary reasons for such actions.[5] 

 

Critical finding that multiple firms don't 

seem to be actively innovating within 

the garbage 

domain. They’re whereas progressively tune

d in to the economic along with communal 

reputation of garbage 

administration. Establishments doing 

garbage administration totally shall advance 

notable proficiency by means of bracketing 

with 3rd party corporations though means of 

deriving results from other businesses which 

could be adopted Eatables facility 

institutions comparatively effortlessly. On 

the hitch, the Eatables-service commerce is 

not showing the road when it arises to 

revolution. It similarly cries for tools along 

with ideas to plan the pioneering activities 

supporting active garbage administration 

setups. Upcoming explorers might report 

such apparatuses along with notions, diverse 

kinds of inventions along with bases of co-
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process between cooperative businesses 

along with old Eatables facility 

establishments. 

 

In Indian customs, Eatables is sacred. Being 

a growing nation, the amount of Eatables 

garbage in India is comparatively less as 

compared to other developed countries. 

However, the rise in disposable income 

along with easy accessibility to the Eatables 

is gradually giving rise to Eatables garbage 

in India. Excess quantity of Eatables cooked 

is the major reason for the Eatables 

wastage.[4] 

 

Online Eatables Ordering:  

 

With the net Eatables ordering methodology, 

Eatables are ordered through online/digital 

along with which it is delivered to client. 

Thus, this can often be created attainable 

through utilization of digital payment 

applications. Payments can be done through 

the customer’s MasterCard, ATM Card. 
considering the rise of web along with also 

the technologies related to it, many 

opportunities zone unit arising on the online. 

Such a lot of businesses along with firm’s 

zone unit currently endeavour into their 

business with comfort attributable to the net. 

One amongst the corporations that the net 

introduced is a web Eatables ordering 

application. In today’s life multiple eateries 

possess specialize in fast cooking along with 

fast delivery of orders instead of providing a 

fashionable feeding expertise. Lately, most 

hereof delivery orders were placed over the 

phone, however there are multiple 

drawbacks hereof method. Advantage hereof 

method is that it greatly simplifies ordering 

method for each of clients. Once an order is 

placed on the webpage which will be 

designed, it's placed into the info then 

retrieved, in just relating to period, by means 

of a desktop application on the eateries 

end.[8] 

 

The wide development of cord-less 

Automation along with Phones throughout 

this age is making nice influence on our 

existence. Some early projects are created 

mix along with exploit each machinery in 

progression of business.[5] Analysis effort 

objects to automate electronic table 

reservation. The payment may be created 

on-line or pay-on delivery application. The 

eating place owner controls the menu 

modifications simply. The mobile 

application on mobile devices gives away of 

convenience, up potency along with 

correctness for eateries by means of saving 

time and is reducing human efforts along 

with positive client feedback. The 

advancement in info along with 

communication Automation has greatly 

influenced business transactions. An 

automatic Eatables ordering application is 

planned which can retain path of the user’s 

orders neatly. They enforced an Eatables 

Ordering application for Multiple varieties 

of the eateries within Customer can build 

convention Eatables through means of one 

touch solely. Therefore, it suggests that of 

humanoid app for pill PC this method can be 

enforced. Forepart was created exploitation 

“JAVA”, “HTML” along with at the 

backend “MySQL” info was used. 

Implementation of the app is completed in 

HTML, PHP along with also the datasets 

zone unit retain in MySQL info.[10] We’ve 

created Online application along with 

supported it we've created a hybrid 

humanoid app exploitation humanoid 

Studio. The hardware needed for our 

application includes the humanoid good 

phone along with a desktop or a portable 

computer with browser along with web 

affiliation. Implementation of our 

application consists of a true time order 

placing. The key goal is to sustain the 

eatery’s purposes in an operative along with 

precise way along with similarly to 

eliminate usage of physical entry. Manual 

errors occur on daily basis traditional 

method followed by means of the eateries. 

Electronic application can eliminate these 

errors as the order is placed electronically. 

[16] Android applications are easy to access 

by means of every other person; Eatables 

ordering via android applications is easy 

along with can handle multiple orders at a 

time. Menu stored electronically can be 

easily updated by means of the restaurant 

owner. Eatables ordering through 

application eliminates the requirement of 

manual labour as simultaneous orders can be 

handled easily with just a single click along 
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with it also eliminates the queue at the 

counter for billing as the bill is directly 

generated by means of application.[15] 

Prabhu, also endorsed that the market for 

online ordering for Eatables is substantial in 

a very short period of time. He has said that 

it has grown to almost 65% of market share 

of aggregate delivery order. It is a big boost 

along with reason for retaining innovation 

the apps in order to satisfy, retain along with 

attract new buyers. It is personalized, 

whereas quality improvements retain 

updating on the electronics forums to retain 

make the process more seamless along with 

customized. It is considerable to retain the 

old buyers by means of means of improving 

apps, whereas not drastically altering it that 

it makes may confuse the old patron or take 

him more time. Also, for the new customer 

it should be very user friendly along with 

easy to operate, whereby means of he does 

not possess to spend a longtime 

familiarizing to the navigation along with 

transition.[7] 

Kedah, Z. along with Ismail, Y., found that 

electronic Eatables ordering is a convenient 

way of ordering, arranging along with 

delivering Eatables, especially for busy city 

working people. He mentioned that the 

online platform provides corporations to 

possess an interactive along with 

personalized service to the buyers. This 

enables the service to be customized along 

with leads to greater satisfaction. In fact, 

owing to the ready reach along with variety 

of offerings, it also leads to instances of 

impulse buying. Buyers can effortlessly look 

for an ideal match of locality, preferred 

cuisine, budgeted priced along with many 

such parameters as filters to their online 

search. This is in addition to readily 

receiving information from various posts on 

the interactive media which influence the 

buying decisions.[11] 

  

The study reclosed that attractive along with 

discounted pricing promotions along with 

convenience of having Eatables delivered 

are the leading reasons of consumers using 

mobile apps to order Eatables. This is 

followed by means of speed of service 

which was perceived to be quick. Flexibility 

in payment options is also a strong 

consideration. Impulse buying along with 

lack of human touch does not contribute 

notably to affect usage [9].  

 

 

Management Problems in Eateries:  

One of the key ideas of any corporate is to 

capitalize on profit by means of growing 

effectively along with curbing expenses 

without conceding client fulfilment. 

Presently, numerous eateries use a manual-

based application to connect between the 

eatery along with pantry which can be 

publicized to be in-efficient. Although this 

method is implemented successfully in good 

eateries, multiple reasons could reduce the 

eatery’s profitability:[3] 

 Uncontrollable order sorting. 

 Inefficient eatery-pantry 
communiqué. 

 Order tracing along with time 
administration. 

 Stock administration. 

 Limited statistical output [12] 

 

Student Community:  

Students can be said to be the consumer base 

that possess major utilization of the fast 

Eatables. Knutson has said that the college 
lifestyle along with Eatables both go hand to 

hand. Eatables are an expanding industry 

along with this can be seen in the entire 

country. Because of that, the Eatables 

eateries are within reach by means of the 

scholars since most of the scholars are 

located near by means of campus.[13] 

 

Studies highlight that the ease always using 

of app along with the availability of internet 

to visualize Eatables they are the major 

reasons for accepting applications. 

 

Similar Application/Ideas Review: 

  

OLIO - “OLIO” is a non-profit. Helpers 

assist to ensure Eatables is honestly and 

equivalently shared amongst receivers along 

with ensuring of continuousness of 

experience for cooperating organizations 

like huge superstores. “OLIO's” corporate 

archetypal is at very early stage, whereas 

presently has income sources from viable 
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Eatables garbage decrease corporations 

along with growing in the direction of a free 

premium kind of the mobile application. 

“OLIO”'s stage outcomes in several 

arrangement shareholders, like: B2C2C 

where consumers buy Eatables from a party 

whereas then redistribute; B2V2C where 

“OLIO” helpers behave as trusted along 

with vowed in-between, relatively as in a 

supplier firm, although a free 1; along with 

C2C where customers cultivate or generate 

their own foodstuffs along with then 

reallocate it with no interference of 3rd party 

organizations. 

  

Too Good to Go - “Too good to go” is an 

app that can be downloading by customers 

and eateries along with most considerable 

towards environment. 2/6 of all produced 

Eatables are turned to garbage year after 

year. The app is allowing all the cafeterias, 

teashops, inns etc. To sell the excess of 

eatables at a very low price. Buyers can also 

buy Eatables in a inexpensive charge along 
with doing their part in trying to remove 

Eatables garbage. 

The corporate archetypal comes in the 

segment of customer movements such as 

collective economy, environment focused 

on, along with social business. Collective 

economy corporate model can be visible in 

numerous businesses such that the pool taxis 

in conveyance, shared flats etc. and in the 

automated services so on.[17] 

 Zomato - “Zomato” formerly named as 

Foodie Bay was founded “Mr. Deepinder 

Goyal”. Zomato was an eatery locating 

display place which gave facts with 

independent evaluations along with scores. 

Foodie bay, the original name was modified 

to Zomato around 10 yrs. back to increase 

their reach amongst common people. 

  

Triumph Factors:  

 Original mover benefit 

 Well organized  

 Decent score mechanism 

along with communal policy 

 Backed by good sources. 

  

Swiggy - Swiggy Corporate Archetypal: 

“Swiggy” has 2 key income sources: - 

1. Major part of “Swiggy” revenue comes 

from charge they collect from the eateries 

for Lead Generation along with for helping 

as their delivery associate.  

2. “Swiggy” charges minimal delivery 

charge from the buyers on orders under the 

edge price. 

  

“Swiggy” Advertising Policies: contains 

both online along with offline promotion 

drives. It endorses its drives through 

“Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube”. The 

firm has positively constructed its product 

awareness along with links with its 

onlookers through these accounts. Their FB 

active with steady news. “Swiggy” uses 

these apps to not only advertise but also link 

with buyers to listen to their grievance. [18] 

PROBLEM  FORMULATION: 
 

From these above-cited research papers 

along with articles, we may conclude that 

Eatables wastage is a big problem in the 

contemporary society furthermore Online 

ordering along with table booking services 

are gaining a massive amount of traction in 

this Automation driven world. Surplus 

Eatables at eateries which are a major source 

of Eatables garbage should be made 

available for procurement at eliminated 

prices at the end of the day. Presently, 

eateries just throw it out as they can’t be 

used the next day. This results in increase in 

Eatables wastage along with many other 

ecological complications. QVKBook bridges 

the gap between eateries with unsold 

Eatables with customers looking for 

discounts; this eliminates last minute 

Eatables wastage. Similarly, one of the 

biggest challenges which restaurant owners 

face is balancing footfall, they usually 

possess peak hours where majority of the 

crowd shows up and remaining rest are off 

hours where eateries are practically empty. 

QVKBook permit buyers to book 

throughout these off hours and control 

footfall of the partnered eateries. 
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OBJECTIVES: 

 

     The rudimentary objectives are 

 To eliminate the Eatables wastage in 
eateries. 

 To assist the user, get their desired 
Eatables at eliminated prices. 

 To link empty tables at eateries to 

buyers looking for discounts  

 To try and make delivery service a 
viable choice for normal Eatables 

needs. 

 

FEASIBILITY STUDY: 

 

The key objective hereof feasibility study is 

needed to examine Practical, Economical 

along with the Operational feasibility which 

is needed for making the project along with 

discovering the likelihood of completing the 

same effectively. 

 

Technical Feasibility˗ 

 Is the project feasible within the 
bounds of recent Automation? 

 Can the Automation be easily 
applied to present problems? 

 Does the mandatory hardware along 

with software exist? 

 Will the proposed application offer 
adequate response to enquiries? 

 

Prevailing opponents do not to cater to the 

issue of Eatables wastage along with off 

hour management. The planned application 

is technically feasible. It is net-based 

interface for table booking along with 

Eatables ordering. It offers an 

uncomplicated admittance to both the users 

which are buyers along with partnered 

eateries. Authorization to customers could 

be granted based on the role specified along 

with would prove to provide practical 

assurance exactness along with safety. The 

software along with hardware necessities for 

the development of the project are not 

several or are accessible as free as open 

source. 

Proposed application can be completed with 

the present equipment along with prevailing 

software Automation along with the 

essential bandwidths exists for the quick 

response to customer regardless of no of 

customers by means of application. 

 

 

Operational Feasibility˗ 

 The project feasible to operate or 
not? 

 Does present mode of processes 

offer effective control to guard 

against fraud along with assure 

accuracy along with security of 

information. 

 Can the application be used along 
with work perfectly to if it is being 

evolved along with the 

implemented? 

 Does it agree with govt guidelines? 

Commonly, project will not be rejected 

simply considering operational 

dependability whereas such considerations 

are likely to disapprovingly affect the nature 

along with scope of the eventual approvals. 

It is mostly related to human associations 

along with political characteristics. 

The well-planned project would ensure the 

ideal utilization of the computer resources 

along with would support in the perfection 

of performance.  

 

Economic Feasibility˗ 

 The application rate effective?  

 Approx. cost of hardware 

 Approx. cost of software/software 
development 

 Choose among alternative financings 
arrangements. 

In economic feasibility, the development 

price in the making the proposed application 

is appraised in opposition to final boon 

procured from same. Monetary boons either 

like or exceed more rate. The application is 

economically viable. It does not need any 

supplementary hardware or software as the 

interface for the application is available in 

open source.  
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PROPOSED METHODOLOGY: 
 

 
Software practice that is selected to make 

this app is Throwaway Model. It is very 

helpful. once the requirements are roughly 

arranged out. Throwaway Model is enforced 

through the making of prototypes henceforth 

gathering response from finish users. The 

explanation to settle on Throwaway 

Prototype to make it will develop a brand-

new application in a very short time 

compare with alternative code methodology. 

Aside from that, user may not clearly 

perceive what they may need within the 

application. It concentrates on 

experimenting with the user needs that zone 

unit roughly understood. 

 

 

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION: 
 

The making of QVKBook comprises of 

many stages. The method used is Top Down 

one focused on what first then how along 

with moving to successive stages of 

specifics. The primary stage is started 

thorough study of problems along with 

scenarios such as Eatables ordering, 

Eatables wastage, table booking etc. Data 

needs along with schemes were documented 

along with later used for application design 

which immediately followed the primary 

stage. Design Stage is mainly in the 

specification of application fundamentals in 

a method that it met by the requirements. 

The proposed app will improve the 

productivity of eateries along with will 

impact the profitability of the restaurant. 

Furthermore, it can assist eateries to 

eliminated Eatables wastage along with 

provide buyers with affordable along with 

good quality Eatables. Therefore, it is 

believed that the application will improve 

restaurant business along with increase 

customer satisfaction. 
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